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DX441 - DX4 Work Bib and Brace
Collection:  DX4
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill  Pro Stretch:  93% Polyester,  7%
Elastane
Outer Carton:  14

Product information
The DX4 slim fit work bib is expertly designed for exceptional comfort,
flexibility and protection. Made using dynamic 4X stretch fabrics which
assures  greater  ease  of  movement.  Produced  with  multiple  innovative
features  including  contrast  paneling,  reflective  trims,  multi-purpose
pockets,  extendable  hems,  pre-bent  top  loading  adjustable  knee  pad
pockets and adjustable shoulder straps. A high rise back waistband with
side elastication ensures protection in all working positions.
DX4
Stretch  your  limits  with  Portwest's  dynamic  workwear  collection.  This
contemporary collection combines all  the technical  features required of
modern workwear,  with  many clever  innovations  to  ensure  the  wearer
achieves maximum function and style. The DX4™ collection combines high
performance  stretch  fabrics  with  robust  oxford  panels  to  provide
unparalleled ease of movement and supreme flexibility. What defines this
collection is the cutting edge designs which allow for a full crossover from
work to leisure activity.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Standards
EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 0 (When used in combination with S156)

Features
4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Lightweight flexible HiVisTex Pro segmented reflective tape for●

increased visibility

14 pockets for ample storage●

Rule pocket●

Modern side access with stud and zip fastening●

Triple-stitched seams for extra durability●

Free pair of kneepads included with this bib & brace●

Two tier knee pad pockets allowing two positioning options●

Smart phone pocket●

Side elastic waist for ultimate wearer comfort●

Tool loop on the waistband for secure storage of your work tools●
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DX441 - DX4 Work Bib and Brace
Commodity Code: 6203433100

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 DUN14
DX441BKRS Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.1900 0.1053 5036108326518 15036108815293
DX441BKRM Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.1030 0.1053 5036108326501 15036108815286
DX441BKRL Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.2860 0.1053 5036108326495 15036108815279
DX441BKRXL Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.3420 0.1053 5036108326525 15036108815309
DX441BKRXXL Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.3730 0.1053 5036108326532 15036108815316
DX441BKRXXXL Black 65.0 45.0 36.0 1.4250 0.1053 5036108326549 15036108815323


